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Learn how a seed turns into a sunflower through amazing 3-D pop-ups!My Sunflower explores the

metamorphosis of the sunflower--from a tiny seed to a gigantic, beautiful flower--through colorful,

pop-up illustrations and spreads. Children learn about the stages of a sunflower's life and the

biology of plant growth, from planting the seed and watering the sprout to watching the bud bloom

into beautiful petals. Each spread opens and lifts into a striking, colorful paper-engineered 3-D

pop-up that showcases each specific stage of the sunflower's growing cycle. My Sunflower

introduces young children to the basics of garderning and farming, instilling a love and awe of

nature that will fuel their curiosity for many years to come.
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What's better than a big, bright, beautiful pop-up book? If you ask my five year old daughter, literally

nothing. And this book did not disappoint. "Grow With Me! My Sunflower" written by Mark Mills,

illustrated by Mar Ferrero, designed by Andrea Mills and published by @quartokids is a beautiful,

hardcover children's gardening pop-up book referencing the life cycle of a sunflower. Appropriate for

ages 4-8. Page after page the simple text pairs perfectly with each high quality, gorgeously

designed pop-up. The final page of the book further illustrates the life cycle with a great written



description of each stage and process. All while adding fantastic new words to your child's

vocabulary (think "germinate" and "photosynthesis"). Pair this lovely book with some seed packets

and little gardening gloves for the perfect Spring time gift!

I love the simple story line with incredible pop ups and minimal words on every page. The added

details on the back folio are like a whole other book for older children. ItÃ¢Â€Â™s wonderfully

interesting and educational. Despite the simple story line, I can see why it rates ages 4+. While the

story is simple enough for my 18 month old, I have to keep the book out of reach because

heÃ¢Â€Â™d tear it apart in seconds. This pop-up book is just too tempting for tiny hands to grab. It

would be wonderful for story times where children look but donÃ¢Â€Â™t touch. WeÃ¢Â€Â™ll keep it

up on a high shelf for now and read it with careful supervision.

My 5 1/2 year old daughter was DELIGHTED with this vibrant pop-up book that covers the

sunflower life cycle from seed to sunflower in full bloom. The first night that we read it together, she

SLEPT with it! She recently brought it for a presentation at school, and her teacher read it to the

students during their lunch break. Boy and girls alike were completely enamored with the beautiful

pop-ups at the turn of each page. I highly recommend this lovely read!

This is a fantastic pop up book illustrating the life cycle of a Sunflower. My girls have enjoyed

reading and rereading this book. Beautiful illustrations, variety of "pop-ups" and great for teaching

seed to plant. As with any pop-up, you may want to read along with your child (depending on age)

and how long you would like the book to last. This book is very inviting for young gardeners.

The kids are always interested in pop up pages! This book gives you that and they are educated on

the process of seed to flower. My kids were very interested in the process and we will be doing our

own flower growing now that they've learned about it so great through this book!

There are some stunning pages in this book! This pop-up board book had my daughter surprised at

times by the size of the moving parts. The only reason it lost a star is that seed image has a sprout

that she liked to pull on too hard and we lost a piece. Normal wear and tear, I suppose.

This bright, colorful pop-up book is an excellent read-aloud choice for an early elementary

classroom. The pictures are wonderful and the pop-up features enhance the learning. I really



enjoyed going through the book, and sharing it with my nieces.

We're big fans of pop-up books at our house, this one is pretty good. A few of the pages are smaller

but the ones that are big are great, our 2 year old and 10 month old like it!
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